Love Is In The Air
Skill Level: Intermediate
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Jackie White
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Jackie White

http://jabotquilt.blogspot.com/

Create a unique wall hanging or table centerpiece using Pellon® Fabric Magic™. This product does all the work so you end up with an artistic look that is fun to make. Sample used Apple of My Eye by Riley Blake fabrics.

Fabrics Needed
Three different leaf fabrics
(One of the three fat quarters will provide fabric for the binding)
Fabric for the front of wall hanging
Backing fabric

Materials Needed
Legacy™ by Pellon® Bamboo Blend Batting
Pellon® Fabric Magic™
Large Button
Thread

Tools Needed
Sewing machine and related supplies
Instructions

Place one leaf fabric face down. Place the batting on top of that and then the Fabric Magic™. Pin in place. Trace the leaf template onto the Fabric Magic™, reversing the template once or twice. Do this step for the other two leaf fabrics for a total of 12 leaves.

Stitch on the drawn lines with a small zigzag stitch. Free motion quilt the veins of the leaves.

Lay the stitched leaf fabrics on the ironing board. Hold the iron 1” from the right side of the fabric and steam the pieces. Fabric Magic™ will shrink approximately 30%.

Important: Do not put the iron down on the fabric.
After the shrinking is complete, cut out the leaves 1/8” from the zigzag stitching.

Cut the front and back fat quarters to 18” squares. Cut one 18” square from the batting. Layer the three pieces with the right side of the fabrics facing out and the batting between them. Quilt as desired.

Cut 2” strips from the binding fabric. Make the binding using a favorite method and attach to the edge of the 18” square.

Lay out the leaves as desired and handstitch down. Attach the buttons in the middle.
Love Is In The Air Leaf Template - Set the printer to 100%. Check gauge.

Gauge = 1"